"BOUCHER'S DIANA AT THE BATH WAS THE FIRST PICTURE THAT TOOK MY FANCY, AND I HAVE CLUNG TO IT ALL MY LIFE AS ONE DOES TO ONE'S FIRST LOVE." THIS PAINTING IS ONE OF THE PRIZED POSSESSIONS OF THE LOUVRE IN PARIS.

A LATE RENOIR RECENTLY ADDED TO THE INSTITUTE'S COLLECTION
RENOIR never painted winter, for he liked the sun beating down on warm, green countrysides humming with spring and abundant life. He was incapable of painting towering mountains or thundering storms; look at his Marine: The Wave in the Art Institute-it is agitated, but pretty; certainly not a frightening storm. And flipping through the pages of any illustrated book on this nineteenth century artist, you will find few portraits of elderly people; he painted children with their natural charm-beautiful girls-mature women in full bloom. But he seldom painted men and he seldom painted old age, for Renoir is the painter of spring and summer, of curvaceous nudes. "A nude woman will come out of the sea or get out of her bed; she'll be called Venus When Renoir is mentioned, his name automatically calls color to mind. No avail to describe it, for words fail utterly to recreate the visual effect of his paintings; they must be seen. He said that there were some colors an artist liked better than others, that he ended up by adopting them, and he once described a slight sketch of roses on his easel as an experiment in flesh tones for a nude; so he introduced a whole new range of colors to oils. Said Renoir, "The palette of a painter doesn't mean a thing; it's his eye which counts above all." And Renoir saw color everywhere. "My greatest surprise at Venice was the discovery of Carpaccio with his fresh and gay colors ... How superb the Doge's Palace is! That white and rose marble may have been rather cold when it was first built, but it was enchanting to me, made golden as it was by several centuries of sunlight!" And when he didn't find colors, as at Florence in Italy, then he was really disgusted: "I don't know when I've been so annoyed by a place. It's such a mournful city with its black and white buildings. I felt as if I were walking about among chequerboards." What a range of colors he has found for our Seated Nude !-from the delicate pastellike tones he used in the nacreous flesh to the brilliant jewellike tones which color the summer foliage.
Renoir's works have a great appeal in the sensuous quality of their surface. The very paint on the canvas glistens and gleams in the light; it is satin-smooth on the Nude's rippling flesh, pleasingly rough in the sketchy background of trees and grass. This is how Renoir described the surfaces he preferred: "I like a painting that's oily, unctuous, and as sleek and glossy as possible . 
